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NEMEDIAN 
CHRONICLES

“Know, oh prince, that between 
the years when the oceans 
drank Atlantis and the 

gleaming cities, and the years of the 
rise of the Sons of Aryas, there was 
an Age undreamed of, when shining 
kingdoms lay spread across the world 
like blue mantles beneath the stars 
— Nemedia, Ophir, Brythunia, 
Hyperborea, Zamora with its dark-
haired women and towers of spider-
haunted mystery, Zingara with its 
chivalry, Koth that bordered on the 
pastoral lands of Shem, Stygia with 
its shadow-guarded tombs, Hyrkania 
whose riders wore steel and silk and 
gold. But the proudest kingdom of the 
world was Aquilonia, reigning supreme in 
the dreaming west.  
 
Hither came Conan, the Cimmerian, 
black-haired, sullen-eyed, sword in 
hand, a thief, a reaver, a slayer, with 
gigantic melancholies and gigantic 
mirth, to tread the jeweled thrones of 
the Earth under his sandalled feet.” 



Map illustration by Francesca Baerald

C
onan of  Cimmeria has seen much in  years as a reaver  and 
mercenary,  yet  st i l l  some things remain shrouded in  dark mystery. 
In  his  t ravels,  Conan has come in contact  with a  malevolent  force 

bound in  enigmatic  BLACK STONE,  a  power whose inf luence and mal ice 
has fol lowed him through both the Hyborian Age and the swir l ing mists of 
t ime.  Now, at  an Aqui lonian outpost  on the edge of  the Pict ish wi lderness, 
the Cimmerian feels another  pulse f rom that  enigmatic  power,  and with i t , 
the st i r r ing of  memories and dangers he’d thought  long left  in  the past… 

ON THE ROAD OF KINGS...





























“Each man on earth, each woman, is part and all of a similar caravan of shapes and beings. But 
they cannot remember—their minds cannot bridge the brief, awful gulfs of blackness which lie 

between those unstable shapes, and which the spirit, soul or ego, in spanning, shakes off its fleshy 
masks. I remember. . . ” – James Allison, “Valley of the Worm”

 

Conan the Barbarian is, of course, the most famous 
creation of Texas pulp writer Robert E. Howard, 
but he is far from the only one. Howard contributed 

to many genres that were popular when he was writing in 
the 1920s and 30s – and in fact has been credited with 
being the “father” of several hybrid genres like sword-
and-sorcery and weird westerns. And so Howard’s many 
protagonists range from barbarian warriors and two-fisted 

detectives, to Texas gunslingers and bloodthirsty pirate 
captains. What’s more, Howard makes it very clear in 
his stories that most, if not all, of his characters exist in 
the same universe – a “Howardverse,” if you will. The 
teams at Heroic Signatures and Titan Comics are excited 
to begin exploring that Howardverse in this very issue, 
with several characters that many readers might not be 
familiar with. 

by Jeffrey Shanks
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After Conan and Kull of Atlantis, perhaps Howard’s next 
most famous character is Solomon Kane, the grim Puritan 
adventurer and avenger. “Dark” Agnes de Chastillon, the 
fiery, crimson-haired sword-woman of 16th century France 
certainly deserves to be better known as she is one of 
Howard’s best protagonists. Francis Xavier Gordon – “El 
Borak” – is a Texas gunslinger, turned expat adventurer 
exploring the treacherous and mysterious hills of South 
Asia against the backdrop of early 20th century Great Game 
geopolitics. Professors John Conrad and John Kirowan 
are scholars specializing in history, archaeology, and the 
occult – and who have a tendency towards unearthing the 
most diabolical of Eldritch horrors. 

But perhaps one of the most unique and interesting 
of Howard’s characters is James Allison. A resident of 
1930s rural Texas, Allison is an invalid due to a permanent 
disability, but has the ability to recall all of his past lives, 
usually as a warrior of some kind in the distant past. 
Structurally these are framework stories, with Allison 
serving as an unreliable narrator recounting adventures 
from one of his past lives.

Howard completed three James Allison stories, 
“Marchers of Valhalla,” “Valley of the Worm,” and “The 
Garden of Fear,” along with several synopses and 
fragments. Most of Allison’s previous incarnations lived 
at the end of the Hyborian Age, or in its aftermath when 

the Hyborian kingdoms had fallen. They are pure sword-
and-sorcery at its finest, with “Valley of the Worm” in 
particular often cited as one of Howard’s best stories. 
In it, Allison recalls a life as Niord, an Aesir warrior who 
finds an unlikely ally in a Pict. The two face off against a 
giant snake and other horrors in the crumbling ruins of a 
long-since abandoned Hyborian city – a setting that feels 
almost post-apocalyptic.

The concept of reincarnation is something that does seem 
to have appealed to Howard personally, though its use as a 
literary device was clearly borrowed from one of Howard’s 
favorite novels, The Star Rover by Jack London. The 
protagonist of London’s novel, Darrell Standing, is a prisoner 
in San Quentin locked in solitary confinement and bound 
in a straightjacket. Like James Allison, his physical body is 
immobilized, but his mind is able to transcend the depths of 
time and space and recall his numerous past lives. 

It’s not hard to see the appeal of such a character 
to Howard. Like Darrell Standing and James Allison, 
Howard must have felt trapped and confined – bound by 
circumstances to a small rural town in Texas, while his 
incredibly prodigious mind was free to roam the cosmos 
of his imagination. Through his writing, Howard was able 
to escape his prison to live vicariously through his many 
characters, slashing, shooting, and fighting his way across 
his own Howardverse.
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SNEAK PREVIEW!

Peek behind the scenes of  Conan the Barbarian Issue #13,  the f i rst  part 
of  FROZEN FAITH. A new adventure celebrat ing the 90th anniversary of 
Robert  E .  Howard’s classic story “The Frost  Giant’s  Daughter.” 

On Sale this  July!



Pencils by Doug Braithwaite



THE SAVAGE 
SWORD OF 
CONAN IS  
BACK IN ITS 
ORIGINAL 
FORMAT 
FROM HEROIC 
SIGNATURES & 
TITAN COMICS!

Featuring all-new Conan epics, the 
rousing return of Solomon Kane, 

electric prose and spectacular art! The 
Savage Sword of Conan heralds a new 

era of adrenaline-fueled adventure!
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